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A MESSAGE FROM THE
The Mazda CX-5 was launched in 2012 as our first
new-generation model featuring KODO design and
SKYACTIV Technology, and has been acclaimed
worldwide for its dynamic design, responsive driving
feel and excellent environmental and safety performance.

PROGRAM MANAGER
The goal became to add a new dimension
of driving pleasure to the Mazda CX-5 by
making it an SUV that all customers would
enjoy and form an attachment with.
For the design, we settled upon
‘refinement’ as our keyword and
challenged ourselves to elevate the
KODO concept to a new level.
Inspired by traditional Japanese crafts,
we pursued a minimalist aesthetic free
of all non-essential elements.
The result is a bold and premium-looking
exterior, and an interior that gives all
occupants a pleasant feeling. Our new
body colour, Soul Red Crystal, combines
vivid highlights and crystalline depths and
further accentuates the design of this
second generation Mazda CX-5.

It has grown into a core model accounting
for approximately 25 per cent of Mazda’s
annual sales, and to date 1.4 million units
have been sold in around 120 different
countries. I am very grateful to all our
customers who have chosen to purchase
the Mazda CX-5.
At Mazda, our dream is to create an
emotional connection with customers and
become an essential part of their lives.
To this end we have worked to strengthen
the feeling of connection between car and
driver, creating human-centred cars that
operate in harmony with human sensibilities.
Moving forward, we aim to create cars
that provide driving pleasure, not only
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for the driver, but for everybody in the car.
We want to invigorate both body and spirit
through the joy of driving and the various
pleasures of car ownership.
The Next-Gen Mazda CX-5, which refines
every aspect of Mazda’s current technology
and design, is the first step in this journey.
In developing the model, I was determined
to find a way to break through the
traditional trade-off between driving
pleasure and passenger comfort.
The joy and pleasure that grow as car and
driver communicate and respond to each
other should not sacrifice the comfort of
family or friends also riding in the car.

The Next-Gen Mazda CX-5 adopts
G-Vectoring Control, the first of the
SKYACTIV-VEHICLE DYNAMICS
technologies.
Driving performance has been polished
in line with human sensibilities, realising
dynamic behaviour that corresponds with
driver expectations and a comfortable
ride with minimal torso-sway for all the
vehicle’s occupants.

Mazda’s latest technologies, including
i-ACTIVSENSE advanced safety features
to help keep occupants safer, an Active
Driving Display that promotes safer
driving by projecting information onto
the windshield, and the MZD Connect
car connectivity system.
There is something unique about the way
Mazda makes cars, with an abiding thirst
for challenge and uncompromising
convictions about how vehicles should
be engineered and why.
I believe that this is the path we were
destined to follow. I also believe that the
Next-Gen Mazda CX-5 – born of a desire to
provide every driver and their passengers
with driving pleasure and a deeper
relationship with the car – will delight
customers and enrich their lives.
I sincerely hope that people will feel
Mazda’s ongoing spirit of challenge
and evolution through this car.
Masaya Kodama
Mazda CX-5 Program Manager

The cabin is quieter, allowing for more
comfortable conversation, and the rear
seats provide greater levels of comfort
and usability.
To help provide driving pleasure for
everyone in the car, we have incorporated
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Recognition (TSR), and an updated
Smart City Brake Support [Forward/
Reverse] (SCBS F/R) system – that now
recognises pedestrians – and has had
its operational top-end speed range
increased by 50km/h to between
4km/h and 80km/h

AT A GLANCE
FAST FACTS
 he Mazda CX-5 arrived in Australia in
T
February 2012. The Next-Gen Mazda
CX-5 is the second generation model

and with a 6-speed SKYACTIV-DRIVE
automatic and a 6-speed SKYACTIV-MT
manual transmission

 pproximately 115,000 Mazda CX-5s
A
have been sold since February 2012

C
 ombined fuel economy figures come in
at a low 6.9 litres per 100 kilometres for
the 2.0L petrol engine, 7.5 litres per 100
for the 2.5 litre petrol alternative, and
6.0L/100km for the 2.2 litre diesel engine

The Mazda CX-5 has been
Australia’s most popular SUV for
four straight years
T
 he Next-Gen Mazda CX-5 grade
lineup has expanded to five for
the first time including; Maxx,
Maxx Sport, Touring (new),
GT and the range-topping Akera
 here are 12 varieties of CX-5 on offer
T
including three Maxx and three Maxx
Sport, and two each of the Touring,
GT and Akera grades
 he Next-Gen Mazda CX-5 comes with
T
a choice of a 2.0L and 2.5L SKYACTIV-G
petrol and a 2.2L SKYACTIV-D diesel
engine, in both FWD and AWD drivetrains
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Available with a choice of eight
contemporary colours including the
all-new Soul Red Crystal and Eternal
Blue, Machine Grey, Sonic Silver,
Snowflake White Pearl, Titanium Flash,
Deep Crystal Blue and Jet Black
Interior trims include Black cloth,
Black Maztex/Suede, Black leather
and a Pure white leather option
There is even more i-ACTIVSENSE
safety technology, including Mazda
Radar Cruise Control (MRCC) with
a Stop and Go function, Traffic Sign

It also comes with auto-door locking
technology that locks the doors once
the car is in motion, and an auto
electric handbrake which immediately
locks the brakes when the vehicle comes
to a stop – without needing to use the
electric park brake. The brakes release
once the driver uses the accelerator

at a glance

NEXT-GEN MAZDA CX-5
HIGHLIGHTS
MAZDA CX-5 MAXX
Manufacturer’s List Price (MLP)
$28,690 – 2.0L Petrol 6MT FWD
$30,690 – 2.0L Petrol 6AT FWD
$33,690 – 2.5L Petrol 6AT AWD
Powertrain
2.0 litre in-line 4 cylinder 16 valve DOHC
S-VT petrol (SKYACTIV-G) engine
D
 rivetrain: FWD
 uel consumption (combined):
F
6.9L/100km

T
 here is a flip up or windscreen
mounted Active Driving Display
available on selected models

M
 ax power: 114kW @ 6,000rpm
M
 ax torque: 200Nm @ 4,000rpm

T
 he Next-Gen Mazda CX-5 is quieter than
its predecessor with improved NVH.

T
 ransmission: 6-speed SKYACTIV-MT
manual & 6-speed SKYACTIV-Drive auto
or
2.5 litre in-line 4 cylinder 16 valve DOHC
S-VT petrol (SKYACTIV-G) engine
D
 rivetrain: AWD
F
 uel consumption (combined):
7.5L/100km
M
 ax power: 140kW @ 6,000rpm
M
 ax torque: 251Nm @ 4,000rpm
T
 ransmission: 6-speed
SKYACTIV-Drive auto

Maxx features include:
1 7-inch steel wheels with 225/65 tyres
H
 eadlamps (LED)
P
 ower mirrors (body coloured with
electric folding)
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 ront seats with: height adjustment
F
and seat back pockets

Max power: 114kW @ 6,000rpm

 ear seats with: reclining function and
R
40/20/40 split fold backrest

Max torque: 200Nm @ 4,000rpm

Air-conditioning
(dual-zone climate control)

 ransmission: 6-speed
T
SKYACTIV-Drive auto

Rear seats with: centre
armrest storage and USB input

at a glance

or
2.2 litre in-line 4 cylinder 16 valve
DOHC intercooled turbo diesel
(SKYACTIV-D) engine

Seat trim: Black cloth

or

Satellite navigation

D
 rivetrain: AWD

 -inch full colour touch screen display
7
(MZD Connect)

2.5 litre in-line 4 cylinder 16 valve DOHC
S-VT petrol (SKYACTIV-G) engine

Rear air vents

Fuel consumption (combined): 6.0L/100km

 udio system with: AM/FM tuner,
A
Digital radio (DAB+) and six speakers

Drivetrain: AWD
 uel consumption (combined):
F
7.5L/100km

 luetooth® hands-free phone and
B
audio capability

Max power: 140kW @ 6,000rpm

Internet radio integration (Pandora®,
Stitcher™ and Aha™)

Max torque: 251Nm @ 4,000rpm
 ransmission: 6-speed
T
SKYACTIV-Drive auto

Multi-function commander control
 dvanced keyless push button
A
engine start
Blind Spot Monitoring (BSM)
Parking sensors (rear)

or
2.2 litre in-line 4 cylinder 16 valve
DOHC intercooled turbo diesel
(SKYACTIV-D) engine

M
 ax power: 129kW @ 4,500rpm

MAZDA CX-5 TOURING
Manufacturer’s List Price (MLP)
$38,990 – 2.5L Petrol 6AT AWD
$41,990 – 2.2L Diesel 6AT AWD
Powertrain
2.5 litre in-line 4 cylinder 16 valve DOHC
S-VT petrol (SKYACTIV-G) engine

M
 ax torque: 420Nm @ 2,000rpm
T
 ransmission: 6-speed
SKYACTIV-Drive auto

Touring features additional to
Maxx Sport include:
P
 ower mirrors (body coloured with
heating and auto folding folding)

Drivetrain: AWD

A
 ctive Driving Display (flip-up)

Fuel consumption (combined):
7.5L/100km

S
 eat trim: Black Maztex / Black suede
A
 dvanced keyless entry

Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)

Drivetrain: AWD

Max power: 140kW @ 6,000rpm

Reverse camera

P
 arking sensors (front)

 uel consumption (combined):
F
6.0L/100km

Max torque: 251Nm @ 4,000rpm

T
 raffic Sign Recognition (TSR)

 mart City Brake Support [Forward/
S
Reverse] (SCBS F/R)

Max power: 129kW @ 4,500rpm

Transmission: 6-speed
SKYACTIV-Drive auto

Max torque: 420Nm @ 2,000rpm

MAZDA CX-5 MAXX SPORT
Manufacturer’s List Price (MLP)
$34,390 – 2.0L Petrol 6AT FWD
$37,390 – 2.5L Petrol 6AT AWD
$40,390 – 2.2L Diesel 6AT AWD

 ransmission: 6-speed
T
SKYACTIV-Drive auto

Maxx Sport features additional
to Maxx include:
17-inch alloy wheels

Powertrain

Front fog-lamps (LED)

2.0 litre in-line 4 cylinder 16 valve DOHC
S-VT petrol (SKYACTIV-G) engine

Headlamps auto on/off
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Drivetrain: FWD

 ipers (front) 2-speed with
W
rain-sensing function

 uel consumption (combined):
F
6.9L/100km

 ear-view mirror with auto
R
dimming function
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MAZDA CX-5 AKERA

D
 rivetrain: AWD

Manufacturer’s List Price (MLP)
$46,990 – 2.5L Petrol 6AT AWD
$49,990 – 2.2L Diesel 6AT AWD

F
 uel consumption (combined):
6.0L/100km

Powertrain
2.5 litre in-line 4 cylinder 16 valve DOHC
S-VT petrol (SKYACTIV-G) engine
Drivetrain: AWD

Adaptive LED Headlamps (ALH)
D
 river Attention Alert (DAA)

 ransmission: 6-speed
T
SKYACTIV-Drive auto

L
 ane Departure Warning (LDW)

or

 ransmission: 6-speed
T
SKYACTIV-Drive auto

2.2 litre in-line 4 cylinder 16 valve
DOHC intercooled turbo diesel
(SKYACTIV-D) engine

 uel consumption (combined):
F
7.5L/100km
Max power: 140kW @ 6,000rpm
Max torque: 251Nm @ 4,000rpm
 ransmission: 6-speed
T
SKYACTIV-Drive auto

L
 ane-keep Assist System (LAS)
S
 ide camera
S
 mart Brake Support (SBS)

19-inch alloy wheels with 225/55 tyres
Adaptive Front-lighting System (AFS)
 emote operated power tailgate
R
(open/close)
Power sliding and tilt glass sunroof
F
 ront seats with: 2-position memory
function (driver), 6-way power
adjustment (passenger), 10-way power
adjustment (driver) and heating function

or

Active Driving Display (windscreen)

2.2 litre in-line 4 cylinder 16 valve
DOHC intercooled turbo diesel
(SKYACTIV-D) engine

 eat trim: Black leather or Pure
S
white leather

Drivetrain: AWD

Akera features additional to GT
include:

Max torque: 251Nm @ 4,000rpm

Max torque: 420Nm @ 2,000rpm

Drivetrain: AWD

T
 ransmission: 6-speed
SKYACTIV-Drive auto

Max power: 140kW @ 6,000rpm

Manufacturer’s List Price (MLP)
$44,390 – 2.5L Petrol 6AT AWD
$47,390 – 2.2L Diesel 6AT AWD

2.5 litre in-line 4 cylinder 16 valve DOHC
S-VT petrol (SKYACTIV-G) engine

M
 ax torque: 420Nm @ 2,000rpm

M
 azda Radar Cruise Control (MRCC)
with Stop & Go function

Max power: 129kW @ 4,500rpm

GT features additional to
Touring include:

M
 ax power: 129kW @ 4,500rpm

Fuel consumption (combined):
7.5L/100km

MAZDA CX-5 GT

Powertrain

at a glance

Premium Bose® 249 watt amplifier and
10 speakers (including subwoofer)

 uel consumption (combined):
F
6.0L/100km
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marketing campaign, Next-Gen Mazda
CX-5 goes on sale on 31 March, 2017, with
a choice of five grades – including the
new Touring spec – with three engine
and two transmission types.
Mazda Australia expects approximately
2,000 sales per month during its first
year, with the potential for numbers to
increase over the course of its lifecycle,
with the following sales splits:

Grade splits

SALES AND PRICING
The Mazda CX-5 made its Australian debut in February 2012 and was
the first Mazda to feature the new ‘KODO – Soul of Motion’ design
language and SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY.
Enjoying a number of medium SUV
segment firsts at launch, the Mazda CX-5
was the first to offer Blind Spot Monitoring,
Lane Departure Warning, High Beam
Control and a tyre pressure monitor.
It was the only medium SUV to feature a
reverse camera as standard across the
range, and its powertrains enjoyed
class-leading fuel economy.
Expanding the range to include the more
powerful 2.5L SKYACTIV-G petrol engine,
Mazda eventually made a lot of the
optional safety equipment standard as
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the Mazda CX-5 became the most popular
SUV in the country – a title that it earned
for four straight years.
With nearly 115,000 sales to the end
of March 2017, the most popular first
generation model was a petrol (85%)
Mazda CX-5 Maxx Sport (50%) AWD
(60%) with a 6-speed automatic
transmission (95%), but a rich sales
mix ensured 75 per cent of sales were
of the higher spec Maxx Sport (50%),
GT (20%) and Akera (10%) models.
Supported by an extensive national

sales & pricing

Powertrain
ENGINE

1ST YEAR

2.2L Diesel

25%

2.5L Petrol

60%

2.0L Petrol

15%

Transmission
ENGINE

1ST YEAR

6MT

5%

6AT

95%

GRADE

1ST YEAR

LIFECYCLE

Maxx

10%

15%

Maxx Sport

30%

22%

Touring

23%

21%

ENGINE

GT

22%

27%

FWD

15%

Akera

15%

15%

AWD

85%

Drivetrain
1ST YEAR

Next-Gen Mazda CX-5 – Manufacturer’s List Price (MLP)*
GRADE
Maxx

Maxx Sport

Touring
GT
Akera

Engine

Transmission

MLP

2.0L Petrol 6MT

FWD

$28,690

2.0L Petrol 6AT

FWD

$30,690

2.5L Petrol 6AT

AWD

$33,690

2.0L Petrol 6AT

FWD

$34,390

2.5L Petrol 6AT

AWD

$37,390

2.2L Diesel 6AT

AWD

$40,390

2.5L Petrol 6AT

AWD

$38,990

2.2L Diesel 6AT

AWD

$41,990

2.5L Petrol 6AT

AWD

$44,390

2.2L Diesel 6AT

AWD

$47,390

2.5L Petrol 6AT

AWD

$46,990

2.2L Diesel 6AT

AWD

$49,990

*Manufacturer’s List Price (MLP) includes GST and Luxury Sales Tax (LST) where applicable but excludes
dealer delivery, registration, third party insurance costs, stamp duties and other mandatory charges.
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that emphasises its stance and look of
forward momentum, a simple form that
beautifully reflects shadows and
highlights, and deeply chiseled design
details throughout, the Next-Gen Mazda
CX-5 offers a bold exterior design with
a seductive charm.

Proportions: Maximising the
expression of the stance
The Next-Gen Mazda CX-5 is given
proportions that lowers its centre of
gravity and conveys the image of the
entire body firmly gripping the road.

FINELY HONED BEAUTY THAT CONVEYS REFINEMENT

Helping achieve a more powerful stance,
both front and rear treads are wider and
the tyres are positioned as close as
possible to the outer corners. The overall
structure was revised so the front and
rear tyres firmly support the body.

Development of the Next-Gen Mazda CX-5 aimed to take the
emotional appeal, and powerful vitality Mazda has pursued
with ‘KODO – Soul of Motion’ design, to a higher level by creating
a fresh expression of beauty that appeals to all.

At the front, the A-pillars were
repositioned approximately 35mm
rearward compared to the previous
model, and the relative positions of the
front axle and A-pillars optimised.

DESIGN

Aiming for a unique design only Mazda
could produce, the development team
focused on a Japanese aesthetic.
Starting with a simple yet honed form
free of non-essential elements, as is
common in traditional Japanese crafts,
the development team adopted
‘Refinement’ as the key word upon which
“mature physique”, “elegant form”, and
“fine fit and finish” serve as the three
pillars of the exterior and interior design.
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The single expression of powerful motion
that runs from the headlamps toward
the rear tyres culminates at the rear
with a trapezoidal shape that extends
from the tailgate out toward each rear
tyre. The result is a powerful physique
that appears from any angle to be firmly
planted over the tyres.

Front face: An evolution
of brand expression
Mazda has also evolved the thinking
behind the brand’s family face.
Strengthening the low, wide expression
of the face are thinner, lower-placed
headlamps, a signature wing that
emphasises the breadth by spreading
across the face with tips that extend
below the headlamps, and long, thin
bezels of the LED fog lamps that
accentuate the sense of lateral flow.
The mesh section of the front grille
adopts a detailed three-dimensional
pattern.

A bold exterior design with
a stunning air of mature
dignity and elegance
Efforts focused on creating a bold, tough
look that further enhances the distinct
personality and dynamic air of the
previous model.
An expression of one pure motion
running from the front to the rear of
the body helps convey a sense of agile
acceleration and speed. With a physique
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The brand symbol, which stands out from
the surface of the grille, combines with
the sculpted signature wing to add depth
and a bolder expression that heightens
the sporty look of the front face.

application method and greater
contraction of the layer during the drying
process offers a smoother and more
uniform distribution of these and the
light-absorbing flakes on the body surface.

Form: The beauty of reflections

The end result is precisely controlled
reflections which produce more vivid
highlights and even deeper shadows.

The goal for the Next-Gen Mazda CX-5 was
to create a simple yet elegant form.

Body colour lineup

Character line accents are minimised and
transitions between body surfaces
emphasised to create changes in the
expression of light reflected off the body.
A gentle twist in the body surface as
it sweeps from the front to the rear
gives birth to changes in the highlights
and reflections.
Concerted efforts to adjust every detail of
the positioning and characteristics of the
peaks have created an elegant form with
strong appeal. To maximise this effect,
Mazda developed the new Soul Red
Crystal Metallic body colour.

Soul Red Crystal Metallic
With Soul Red Metallic, Mazda created
a vivid body colour that combines
bright highlights and pure depth to
instill a strong impression of emotionally
charged energy.
Believing that colour is an important
aspect of design, Mazda has once
again evolved these characteristics to
even more strongly highlight the beauty
and quality of KODO design’s dynamic
body shapes.

By raising the brightness level
approximately 20 per cent and increasing
the depth by approximately 50 per cent
over Soul Red Metallic, Soul Red Crystal
Metallic gives a fresher, more stunning
level of transparency.
Soul Red Crystal Metallic continues to use
three coats – a reflective layer, a
translucent layer, and a clear top coat –
but represents a major advance in Mazda’s
TAKUMINURI painting technology*.
To achieve a purer red, the translucent
layer adopts a high-chroma pigment
developed in consideration of the physical
characteristics of light itself.
The reflective layer is thinner and uses
smaller, high-brightness aluminum flakes.
For the first time with Soul Red Crystal
Metallic, this layer also adopts lightabsorbing flakes that intensify shaded
areas, achieving an expression of depth
that previously required an additional coat.
The aluminum flakes are of uniform size
and the combination of a more precise

In addition to the newly developed Soul
Red Crystal Metallic, the lineup includes
Machine Grey Metallic, Eternal Blue Mica,
Jet Black Mica, Snowflake White Pearl
Mica, Sonic Silver Metallic, Titanium Flash
Mica and Deep Crystal Blue Mica.

Interior design masters
human-centred ambience
and texture
In keeping with the ‘Refinement’ keyword,
efforts for the interior focused on the

design

areas of ‘ambience’, ‘form’, and ‘texture’.
With this in mind, Mazda carefully
considered the form of every component
surrounding the occupants to create
a basic layout that provides a pleasing
sense of exhilaration and reassuring
comfort for all on board.
Next, the design team worked to
perfect the interior design with forms
representing both SUV toughness and
quality, and attention to the fit and finish
of every detail.

Ambience: An exhilarating sense
of tension and reassuring comfort
As in all of Mazda’s new-generation cars,
the cockpit wraps snugly around the driver
with all major controls and meters laid out
in perfect symmetry to enhance the feeling
of being physically at one with the car.

All elements in front of the driver flow
outward from the centre of the steering
wheel, with the instrument panel

Clear top coat
High-chroma
pigment
Translucent layer
High-brightness
small aluminum flake
Reflective /
absorptive layer

Light-absorbing
flake

Body
*Mazda's paint technology that gives mass-production vehicles a precise, high-quality finish that looks
as though it was hand-sprayed by a master craftsman.
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decorative trim and left and right
air-conditioning louvers all positioned
at the same height.
This combines with the horizontal layout
of the door trim ornamentation to create
an ambience with an exhilarating sense
of tension that encourages the driver to
focus on the road ahead, as well as
roomy width across the cabin.
The taller, wider proportions of the floor
console, when compared to the previous
model, combine with the left and right
armrests to provide firm lower body
support for front seat occupants and
express the SUV toughness that brings
reassuring comfort.
The design aims for ultimate simplicity
and elegance, with examples including
the side demisters and tweeters for the
audio system mounted on the A-pillars.

Form: Rigidity and high quality
The designs of the seats and decorative
parts that comprise the interior aims to

18
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deliver forms that blend SUV toughness
with fine quality.
Thick seat cushions and the threedimensional shape of the side bolsters
and shoulder areas, together with a high
level of quality in their sewing and
fabrication, express toughness and
stability, as well as the quality of the fit
and finish.
Instilling the leather seats with a modern
look, is a band that runs around the
entire edge, and stitching that introduces
colour variation. A newly developed
material for the fabric seats featuring
a soft touch and deep, voluminous
texture that accentuates the boldness of
the new second generation Mazda CX-5.
The three-dimensional design of the
air-conditioning louvers creates a unique
look that suggests the ducts connect
directly to the engine compartment.
The image of ducts protruding from the
soft surface of the instrument panel
serves as a strong accent point.

The decorative panel uses a newly
developed decorative film that blends the
warmth of what looks like natural wood
with the strength and toughness of
metallic finishes.
Featuring twelve printed layers finished
with a coating, this new film creates
a fresh new expression of depth.

Texture: Fine fit and finish
Items that come into direct contact
with occupants’ hands, including the
instrument panel and door trim, use
materials wherever possible that are
smooth to touch and offer the necessary
thickness to feel soft.
The same colour, grain, luster and
stitching are used for the upper portion
of all interior materials, from the
instrument panel through to the rear
door trim.

design

Efforts to provide the best fit and finish
include the use of soft material on the
dashboard’s middle section beneath the
decorative panel and on the knee pads,
as well as a new non-woven material
adopted in the cargo area to improve
the texture.
In addition, efforts to completely
eliminate gaps and height differences
between parting lines throughout the
interior help fine craftsmanship and the
attention to detail that embody the intent
of the interior design.

Interior colour lineup
Customers can select from one of four
interior packages, including black or pure
white leather on Akera and GT variants,
Black Maztex / Black suede on the new
Touring model, and Black cloth on Maxx
Sport and Maxx options.

In addition, the intentional use of thick
thread and somewhat coarse stitching
expresses quality.
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Ideal driving position
The pedals and steering wheel are laid
out such that, when the driver sits
down, the pedals are where their leg
naturally rests and the steering wheel is
where they naturally extend their arms.
The floor console has been raised,
positioning the shift knob 60mm
(automatic) or 40mm (manual) higher
than on the current model.
In addition, setting the centre armrests and
door armrests to almost the same height
provides the driver and front passenger
with a more balanced seating space.

PACKAGING
HUMAN-CENTRED DESIGN PROVIDES ALL CABIN
OCCUPANTS WITH GREATER COMFORT
Mazda applied every aspect of the human-centred design on the
Next-Gen Mazda CX-5 to further polish the acclaimed packaging
of the current model. The result is cabin comfort that makes driving
a delight for all cabin occupants.

Comparison chart of major specifications
Next-Gen
Mazda CX-5

Outgoing model

Overall length

mm

4,550

4,540

Overall width

mm

1,840

1,840

Overall height

mm

1,675

1,705

Wheelbase

mm

2,700

2,700

Front tread (Steel/Alloy)

mm

1,585 / 1,595

1,585

Rear tread (Steel/Alloy/
17-inch/19-inch)

mm

1,585 / 1,595

1,585 / 1,590

Minimum turning radius

m

5.5

5.5
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Vehicles equipped with the power seats
and seat memory also add presets for
the seat position and angle of the Active
Driving Display. This enables drivers to
quickly find the optimum driving positions,
even when switching between drivers.

Excellent visibility for the driver
The A-pillars are positioned approximately
35mm rearward to expand the driver’s
field of vision to the right and left, while
smaller new outer mirrors increase the
amount of space between them and the
A-pillar, enhancing diagonal visibility
toward the corners.

packaging

Advanced performance of
both front and rear seats
Front seats firmly support the
waist and upper body
Suspension mats used in the seatbacks
offer a wider area over which they can
disperse body pressure and fit well to
firmly support the occupant’s upper body.
Optimising the rigidity of each part of the
seatback, and firmly supporting the waist
and back, also serves to reduce lateral
swaying of the upper body and motion
of the head.
High-damping urethane foam is used on
the seat cushion. It offers greater ride
comfort by transmitting the vibration the
driver needs as feedback, while insulating
against the type that causes discomfort.

Rear seats greatly improve comfort
The basic setting for the torso angle
on the rear seats is increased by two
degrees over the outgoing model to
24 degrees, so rear seat occupants can
find a more comfortable seating position.
In addition, the Next-Gen Mazda CX-5 is the
first Mazda product to adopt a two-step
reclining mechanism, allowing the rear
seatback to be leaned back to 28 degrees.

The shape of the A-pillars is also
changed so they appear less bulky,
reducing any cramped feeling that could
result from their rearward placement.

To allow smaller passengers to more
comfortably place their feet on the floor,
the hip-point of the rear seats is lowered
10mm over the current model.

Measures to ensure excellent visibility
out the rear include a slightly lower
beltline than on the current model and
the adoption of a single pane of glass
for the rear window.

To reduce fatigue and enhance comfort
on long trips, the urethane foam used on
the seat cushions is changed to a type
with deflection characteristics that
provide the right amount of sag even
under a light load.
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A switch automatically opens and closes
the tailgate, and the height to which the
tailgate opens can be freely set using
a button on the key fob.
To help prevent items from getting
trapped in the tailgate, touch sensors
are positioned on the inside of the left
and right sides of the tailgate.

Automatic retracting
door mirrors

The front edge of the seat is also
made a little thicker, giving it a
three-dimensional shape that follows the
shape of the occupant’s lower body.
On Maxx Sport grades and above,
air-conditioning vents mounted on the rear
of the floor console also ensure a more
comfortable drive for back seat occupants.
In addition, highly convenient 40:20:40
split folding seatbacks are standard on
all grades.

Storage space
The base of the front console box is
larger, and the power outlet inside it has
been moved to the side to make it easier
to store items while charging a device.
The glove box is shaped to accommodate
a 10-inch tablet and flocking is added to
provide greater convenience and quality.
The floor console is mounted higher, and
a pair of adjustable cup holders sit side
by side at the front.
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On Touring grades and above, the system
retracts the mirrors when the doors are
locked using the advanced keyless entry
system. Looking at the position of the
door mirrors makes it easy to confirm at
a glance that the vehicle is locked.

The box beneath the centre armrest now
has larger capacity and is fitted with a
power outlet, USB ports, and a moveable
tray. The capacity of the front and rear
door pockets is also increased.

Human-Machine Interface
(HMI) aims to optimise legibility

A storage space with USB ports under
the lid of the centre armrest for the rear
seats has been newly added.

Meters

Cargo area
With a capacity of 442L (VDA), the cargo
area can accommodate three large 72cm
suitcases or four golf bags. This gives a
greater level of practicality over the
outgoing model’s 403L (VDA) capacity.
In addition, new dedicated cargo net
hooks on the floor further enhance
convenience.
A power tailgate that is opened and
closed by a compact, lightweight and
quiet spindle damper unit, is also
available on some grades.

The Multi-Information Display (MID), to
the right of the large instrument cluster,
now adopts a 4.6-inch colour TFT LCD,
with related information grouped for
quick and easy recognition.
Indicators that represent normal operation
all use the same mellow green colour,
and the left-right symmetrical layout
also helps enhance visual confirmation.

Active Driving Display
Two types of Active Driving Display
are available across Touring, GT and
Akera grades.
The Touring grade has a flip-up that
displays information on a panel above
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the meter hood, and the other – on the
GT and Akera – is the windscreen display,
as featured on the award winning
Brand-New Mazda CX-9.
Positioning the display above the meters
reduces the need for drivers to move
their line of sight and adjust their focus.

In addition to audio functions, it supports
Bluetooth® connectivity for hands-free
phone operation, Aha™ by HARMAN for
communications functions that include
Twitter and other web contents, as well
as navigation functions.

The displayed information is divided into
upper and lower zones. Driving environment
information, including navigation system
turn-by-turn directions, routing information
and speed limit information, is displayed in
the upper section.

Audio system

Vehicle status information, including
current vehicle speed and advanced safety
equipment information, is displayed in the
lower section. The result is quicker and
easier reading of pertinent data.

New seven-inch centre display
technology
The Next-Gen Mazda CX-5 is the first
Mazda to adopt a display that uses
optical bonding to join the LCD and touch
panel. This suppresses reflection and
presents a clear image.
Mounting the display on top of the
dashboard instead of in the centre panel
reduces the downward viewing angle
from 23° to 15°, and contributes greatly
to reducing the amount of eye movement
required by the driver.

MZD Connect car connectivity
system
MZD Connect makes it easier to access
the internet and social networking
services when in the car.
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The system is optimally tuned to match
the characteristics of an SUV, delivering
clearer high-end sound along with a
tighter bass sound. The new system also
adds tweeters mounted in the A-pillars.
Placing sound output close to the ears of
the cabin occupants offering a clearer,
more natural sound.
The standard-equipment audio includes a
six-speaker system that uses 165mm door
speakers in the front and rear and also
adds the new 25mm hard dome tweeters
in the A-pillars.
A Bose® premium sound system
developed by Mazda and Bose® is
also available.
This 10-speaker system uses 165mm
speakers in the front doors and 130mm
rear door speakers, as well as 25mm silk
dome tweeters in the A-pillars, a bass
box, an 80mm midrange speaker in the
centre of the dashboard, and 60mm
midrange speakers in the upper D-pillars.
Also included are Bose’s own AudioPilot™
ambient noise compensation system and
Centerpoint® surround sound system.
The end result is clear sound with plenty
of volume throughout the audible range.
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COLOURS

The Next-Gen Mazda CX-5 is available in eight contemporary exterior colours and a
choice of four interior trims:
Snowflake White Pearl Mica

Sonic Silver Metallic

Eternal Blue Mica

Soul Red Crystal Metallic

Machine Grey Metallic

Deep Crystal Blue Mica

colours

Interior trims:
Titanium Flash Mica

Black cloth (Maxx)

Black cloth (Maxx Sport)

Black Maztex/Black suede (Touring)

White leather (option on GT & Akera)

Titanium Flash Mica

Jet Black Mica

Black leather (GT & Akera)
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SKYACTIV-D 2.2 clean
diesel engine

DRIVING DYNAMICS
DRIVING PLEASURE EVERYONE IN THE CAR CAN ENJOY
For the Next-Gen Mazda CX-5, every aspect of performance was
focused on providing not only the driver, but also passengers,
with a truly pleasing experience. The efforts, including refinements
to the powertrain and handling, ride comfort, and quietness,
achieve lively and enjoyable performance, as well as comfort
for all cabin occupants.

They are paired with either the 6-speed
SKYACTIV-DRIVE automatic or 6-speed
SKYACTIV-MT manual transmission.
Carried over are Mazda’s new-generation
i-ACTIV AWD all-wheel drive and i-stop
idling stop systems.
These powertrains feature powerful
acceleration with linear characteristics
along with excellent environmental
performance and real world fuel
economy numbers.
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It is a clean diesel engine that delivers
incredible torque and dynamic performance
with quick response right through to high
rpms, as well as excellent fuel economy.
Three technologies being adopted for the
first time on the Next-Gen Mazda CX-5
include High-Precision DE Boost Control,
Natural Sound Smoother, and Natural
Sound Frequency Control.
These combine to further evolve the level
of driving performance and quietness.

POWERTRAIN LINEUP
The engine lineup includes Mazda’s
SKYACTIV-D 2.2 litre clean diesel engine,
along with the SKYACTIV-G 2.0 litre and
SKYACTIV-G 2.5 litre direct-injection
petrol engines.

Mazda’s SKYACTIV-D 2.2 litre engine
leverages technologies such as multi-hole
piezo injectors, which enable precision
fuel-injection, and stepped egg-shaped
pistons, which help maintain ideal
combustion, to achieve a compression
ratio of 14.0:1, the lowest in the world*
for such an engine.

Like the Brand–New Mazda CX-9 before it,
Mazda is not looking to achieve the
maximum catalogue fuel economy
number, but is more focused on attaining
the best number that is more realistic in
the real world.
By improving acceleration response and
linearity - by optimising torque delivery
and the shift control for the automatic
transmission and the shift operability for
the manual transmission - by reducing
noise and vibration in the engine, and
throughout the vehicle, for a quieter,
more enjoyable drive experience, and by
improving aerodynamics, real world
numbers have improved by 4 per cent
when compared against the previous
generation model.

*As of Oct 2016, based on Mazda data.

SKYACTIV-D 2.2 engine
specifications
SKYACTIV-D 2.2
Displacement

2,191cc

Bore x stroke

86.0mm x 94.3mm

Compression ratio

14.0

Max. power

129kW/4,500rpm

Max. torque

420Nm/2,000rpm

Fuel economy

6.0L/100km

High-Precision DE Boost Control
High-Precision DE Boost Control offers
more precise control of engine torque
response by optimising boost pressure

control and enabling finer adjustment
of fuel injection.
The engine responds instantly and
precisely to accelerator pedal operation
at low rpm, giving performance that
instills a sense of unity with the driver.

Natural Sound Smoother
Natural Sound Smoother places a
damper in each piston pin that reduces
engine knock.
The damper cancels piston vibration
generated by vertical motion of the
connecting rod when combustion occurs,
which is the cause of diesel knock in the
vicinity of the 3.5 kHz frequency range.

Natural Sound Frequency Control
Engine knock noise generated at or
near the frequencies 1.3 kHz, 1.7 kHz
and 2.5 kHz is amplified by the peak
frequencies of combustion vibration
force and resonating parts.
Controlling injection and combustion
timing in 0.1ms increments, and thereby
overlapping the frequency valleys of
combustion vibration force with the peak
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frequencies of resonating parts, makes it
possible to cancel out the vibration of
each and reduce knock.

CX-5

SKYACTIV-G 2.5L
engine specifications

SKYACTIV-G 2.0L
engine specifications

SKYACTIV-G 2.5

SKYACTIV-G 2.0

SKYACTIV-G high-efficiency
direct-injection petrol engines

Displacement

2,488cc

Displacement

1,998cc

Bore x stroke

89.0mm x 100.0mm

Bore x stroke

83.5mm x 91.2mm

SKYACTIV-G is Mazda’s lineup of
high-efficiency direct-injection petrol
engines that incorporate a high
compression ratio to achieve high
performance and excellent fuel economy.

Compression ratio

13.0

Compression ratio

13.0

Max. power

140kW/6,000rpm

Max. power

114kW/6,000rpm

Max. torque

251Nm/4,000rpm

Max. torque

200Nm/4,000rpm

Fuel economy

7.5L/100km

Fuel economy

6.9L/100km

Both the 2.0 litre and 2.5 litre versions
employ cavity pistons that reduce cooling
loss, multi-hole injectors that form an
even fuel-air mixture, and a 4-2-1 exhaust
system that reduces exhaust resistance
and enables highly efficient combustion.

SKYACTIV-G 2.5 litre
With a 13.0:1 compression ratio, an
aluminum alloy engine block and other
lightweight components, and a balance
shaft that reduces low frequency
booming noise, this engine achieves
excellent dynamic performance, fuel
economy, and a quiet ride.
The engine’s abundant low- to mid-range
torque provides a robust and pleasing
driving experience.
The Next-Gen Mazda CX-5 adopts
asymmetrical oil rings, with a larger outer
radius at the top and smaller radius at the
bottom edge. This enhances the thickness
of the oil film on the wall of the cylinder
as the piston rises and falls, and reduces
mechanical resistance. The pistons adopt
barrel-shaped skirts, which enhance surface
pressure when load is applied to them.
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This gives greater stability when
cornering, reduces needless shifts when
accelerating out of corners, and results in
smoother vehicle behaviour.
The unit for the SKYACTIV-D 2.2
diesel engine is the first to adopt a
low-rigidity lockup damper with damper
springs that feature a larger stroke and
wider torsion angle.
While securing driveshaft rigidity to
support the engine’s maximum torque of
420Nm, the new springs enhance
torsional rigidity by extending the stroke
of the lockup damper. It delivers a quieter
ride along with a wider lockup range, and
further increases fuel efficiency in the
practical operating range.

SKYACTIV-MT six-speed
manual transmission

The new skirts combine with the
asymmetrical oil rings to significantly
reduce mechanical resistance,
contributing to better fuel economy.

SKYACTIV-G 2.0 litre
Achieving a compression ratio of 13.0:1,
the SKYACTIV-G 2.0 litre engine delivers
excellent fuel economy along with powerful
torque at low- to mid-range speeds.
This combines with linear acceleration
characteristics to demonstrate dynamic
performance with plenty of torque that
defies the engine’s 2.0 litre displacement.

SKYACTIV-DRIVE six-speed
automatic transmission
Mazda’s SKYACTIV-DRIVE 6-speed
automatic transmission delivers a direct
shift feel similar to a manual transmission,
along with smooth, powerful acceleration
from a standing start or while under way.
The SKYACTIV-DRIVE opts for a new shift
control scheme that predicts the driver’s
intentions based on vehicle speed, throttle
position, engine speed and other factors,
rather than employ a conventional shift
timing mechanism.

SKYACTIV-MT is a lightweight, compact
6-speed manual transmission that
delivers a light, moderate shift feel and
contributes to fuel economy.
To minimise any loss of rigidity due to
the high mounting position of the shifter,
the housing structure that serves as
the base is newly designed and adopts
reinforcements where it attaches to
the body.
This increases the strength of the
assembly and also makes it lighter.
The centre position around which the
shifter lever pivots is also redesigned,
maintaining a short stroke while
also making operation easier for
smaller drivers.
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i-ACTIV AWD all-wheel
drive system
As available on the previous model,
Mazda’s predictive i-ACTIV AWD system
uses 27 individual sensors to monitor the
driver’s intentions and constantly
changing driving conditions to prevent
the front wheels from slipping.
By employing synthetic oil that maintains
its low viscosity, even in extremely cold
temperatures, the system reduces energy
losses throughout its operating
temperature range.

CX-5

The system for the Next-Gen Mazda
CX-5 adopts ball bearings for all its
power take-off and rear differential unit
bearings, and is the first Mazda car to
also adopt tandem ball bearings in
locations where a high level of rigidity
is required under heavy load.
The rotation of the balls inside the
bearings, helps the load to give an
approximately 30 per cent reduction
in resistance over the previous model,
and an approximately 2 per cent
improvement in real-world fuel economy.

Rear differential unit

Previous model

driving dynamics

Power take-off

New CX-5

Previous model

New CX-5

SKYACTIV-VEHICLE
DYNAMICS
SKYACTIV-VEHICLE DYNAMICS is the
name of Mazda’s new-generation vehicle
dynamics control technologies.
These provide integrated control over
the SKYACTIV engine, transmission,
chassis and body to enhance the car’s
Jinba-ittai feel – a sense of unity between
car and driver that differentiates Mazda
vehicles from others.

G-Vectoring Control (GVC):
Technology that uses the
engine to enhance chassis
performance
G-Vectoring Control (GVC) is the first
technology in Mazda’s new SKYACTIVVEHICLE DYNAMICS series.
By adjusting engine torque in response
to steering wheel action, it delivers unified
control over lateral and longitudinal
acceleration (G) forces, which were
previously controlled separately, and
optimises the vertical load on each wheel.
In specific terms, GVC controls engine
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drive torque to generate deceleration
the instant the driver begins turning the
steering wheel, thereby shifting load to
the front wheels.
This increases front wheel tyre grip and
enhances the vehicle’s responsiveness.
Thereafter, when the driver maintains a
constant steering angle, GVC immediately
recovers engine drive torque, transferring
load to the rear wheels and enhancing
vehicle stability.
This series of load transfers ensures
smooth and efficient vehicle behaviour
that accords with the driver's intentions,
while also enhancing the feeling that the
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Other measures implemented to tune
the front suspension include the adoption
of liquid filled bushings that increase
the damping effect in response to
minute vibrations.

SKYACTIV-CHASSIS (FWD)

tyres are firmly gripping the road and
instilling a sense of security and
confidence.
GVC is particularly effective in SUVs,
which are prone to generating lateral
forces due to their relatively high centre
of gravity.
It achieves high levels of both vehicle
responsiveness and stability, while also
helping to reduce sideways sliding of the
cabin occupants’ bodies and deliver a
comfortable ride.

SKYACTIV-CHASSIS (AWD)

Steering system
In addition to using a column type electric
power steering system, the Next-Gen Mazda
CX-5 adopts rigid steering mounts that
heighten its linearity and steering rigidity.
The suspension crossmembers, to which
the steering gear mounts are joined, use a
structure based on analysis of vibration
transmission characteristics to suppress
the generation of vibration by way of
increased rigidity.

Suspension system

High-performance, lightweight
SKYACTIV-CHASSIS
Mazda’s SKYACTIV-CHASSIS responds
to the expectation of the driver while
also providing comfort and highly
reassuring handling.
To further evolve the handling stability
and comfort that earned the previous
model high acclaim, Mazda refined the
overall balance of the SKYACTIVCHASSIS for the Next-Gen Mazda
CX-5 and deepened the pleasure of the
Jinba-ittai driving experience.
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The Next-Gen Mazda CX-5 uses MacPherson
struts in the front and a multi-link
suspension system in the rear.
The diameter of the front damper pistons
is increased to provide a more linear
response to input that results in smoother
vehicle behaviour when quickly turning
the steering wheel.
Optimising the damping characteristics and
introducing more moderate behaviour above
the springs also delivers smoother roll
characteristics when heading into corners,
as well as maintaining a more stable posture
as the vehicle goes through the corner.

Such tuning efforts result in suppressing
the floating sensation experienced by the
driver and the unpleasant vibrations that
all cabin occupants would otherwise feel
when the vehicle is subjected to roll.
Vehicles also adopt rebound springs in the
front dampers. These suppress swaying of
the cabin occupants’ heads by moderating
roll behaviour by which the inside front
wheel lifts when cornering.

Brake system
The brake system employs ventilated discs
in the front and solid discs in the rear.
For added convenience when driving in
stop-and-go traffic in the city or in traffic
jams, it newly adopts Mazda’s Auto-hold
function, which keeps the car stopped
even after the driver lifts their foot off the
brake pedal.
The brakes are released once the driver
presses the accelerator pedal, making for
a smooth re-start. The driver can turn this
new function on or off using a switch
mounted on the centre console.
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Lightweight, high-rigidity
SKYACTIV-BODY
Mazda’s SKYACTIV-BODY achieves high
levels of performance in three seemingly
contradictory areas: collision safety, light
body weight, and rigidity.
Advanced CAE analysis was used in
designing the body for the second
generation Mazda CX-5 to increase
rigidity and reduce flexing that might
otherwise slow response to the driver’s
steering actions.

Increased strength and rigidity
To strengthen the joints between the
suspension and cabin, the body adopts
new 2.0mm thick apron gussets where
the front suspension connects to the
hinge pillars.
The following changes were also
implemented after closely examining the
thickness of each panel at 0.1mm
increments, while also revising the shape
of each joint section in 1.0mm increments.
The sheet thickness for the cowl member
reinforcements, left and right suspension
housings and lower dash section are
increased from 0.8mm to 1.2mm.
The left and right side sill reinforcements
adopt a closed cross-section, the gussets
at the base of the A-pillars are larger, and
high-rigidity blown material is added to the
crossmember brackets that join the rear
of the side sills to both sides of the body.
The overall result is an increase in
torsional rigidity of 15 per cent over the
previous model.
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Increased percentage of
high-tensile sheet metal used
While the body adopts a structure that
is inherently stronger, increasing the
amount of ultra-high-tensile steel used
by approximately 3 per cent over the
previous model also adds significant
gains in body strength.
The A-pillars adopt 1,180MPa ultra-hightensile steel. The side sills and B-pillars
use 980MPa ultra-high-tensile steel
for the first time, enhancing collision
safety performance and minimising
weight increase.
Carried over from the previous model is
the use of hot-stamped 1,800MPa steel
– the world’s strongest* – for the front
and rear bumper reinforcements.
*As of Oct 2016, based on Mazda data.

Percentage of high-tensile
sheet metal

CX-5

NVH performance

Reduced tyre noise

The Next-Gen Mazda CX-5 has a quieter
cabin environment that enables occupants
to enjoy driving.

Thorough measures were implemented to
block the paths by which high-frequency
noise from the tyres might intrude into
the cabin and interfere with conversation.

Particular effort was devoted to reducing
low-frequency road noise heard when
travelling on roads with coarse surfaces, as
well as high-frequency wind and tyre noise
heard when travelling at higher speeds.
As a result, the new Mazda CX-5 achieves
a level of quietness roughly equivalent to
that of travelling 20km/h slower than on
the previous model.

Reduced road noise
To reduce unpleasant road noise that
stems from driving on rough road
surfaces, vibrations were analysed in
every area of the vehicle, including the
tyres, wheels, suspension and body,
and suppressed in each location.
To minimise the amount of vibration from
the road transmitted to the body by the
suspension, measures implemented to
finely control resonance and reduce input
force include making the front stabilisers
hollow, and adding dynamic dampers to
the front struts.

Specifically, sealant is applied to close the
gaps between the body panels below the
B-pillars.
For the lower part of the body panels
below the side sills, where it is difficult to
apply sealant, reducing the gaps to the
absolute extent production allows, prevents
noise from intruding into the cabin.
Measures implemented for the Next-Gen
Mazda CX-5 also extend to the interior,
including efforts to eliminate the gaps
between the boot side trim and boot board.

Measures to reduce wind noise
Efforts began at the design stage to
reduce wind noise at higher speeds by
minimising turbulence around the body.
In addition to laying out the windshield
wipers to rest below the surface extension
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of the bonnet, to prevent them from cutting
the wind while driving, the door mirrors and
A-pillar shape are aerodynamically
designed to not cause turbulence.
The extensive measures implemented
also include keeping the gaps on the doors
and garnish to an absolute minimum, and
adding parting seal to the doors and tailgate.

Aerodynamics
Mazda’s aerodynamic “ground line”
concept aims to streamline air flow along
the underbody, while also improving
aerodynamic efficiency, by establishing
a balance between the flow of air over
the upper and lower body as they
converge at the rear of the vehicle.
Based on this, aerodynamic parts have
been strategically positioned on the
upper and lower body where they will be
most effective. In addition, the openings
within the front grille employ a duct
shape and the drag coefficient is lowered
approximately 6 per cent over the
previous Mazda CX-5.

For the body, efforts to minimise energy
from the respective panels radiating into
the cabin focused primarily on using
CAE analysis to enhance the shape of
the beading and other parts to reduce
vibration.
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ACTIVE SAFETY
i-ACTIVSENSE
Mazda Radar Cruise Control (MRCC)
with Stop and Go function
MRCC measures the relative speed and
distance to the vehicle ahead and
automatically controls the engine and
brakes to maintain the appropriate vehicle
speed and optimal following distance.
The updated system for the Next-Gen
Mazda CX-5 adopts both the milliwave
radar of the previous generation, as well
as a newly developed forward sensing
camera which helps to better recognise
cars and people, and now activates from
a standing start.

SAFETY
FURTHER EVOLVED i-ACTIVSENSE TECHNOLOGIES
PROVIDE WORLD-CLASS SAFETY PERFORMANCE
Mazda Proactive Safety*1 is a comprehensive approach to maximising
the range of conditions in which the driver can operate the vehicle
safely and with greater confidence. It aims to help support true driving
pleasure for every customer.
Newly added active safety functions and
features enable Mazda’s i-ACTIVSENSE*2
advanced safety technologies to lend
yet greater assistance to the driver in
identifying potential risks early on, and
to reduce chances of damage or injury.
This includes the introduction of new
technologies for supporting awareness
and safer driving.
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Enhancements to the passive safety
features include improved efficiency of
the multi-load path structure on Mazda’s
high-strength SKYACTIV-BODY, and the
increased use of ultra-high-tensile steel.
We aimed to develop a car that is fully
capable of achieving high-level ratings
in collision tests around the world.

When driving with MRCC turned on,
the car is designed to automatically slow
down and stop if the car ahead does the
same, and to remain in this poistion until
the car ahead pulls away once again.
The driver controls when the car starts
moving again, and then the car
automatically accelerates and follows
the car ahead at the appropriate speed.
The system includes an alert function
that makes the driver aware that the
car ahead has pulled away.

Traffic Sign Recognition (TSR)
TSR uses the forward sensing camera to
detect speed limit, no entry, and stop
signs while driving, and displays the sign
message on the Active Driving Display.
If the vehicle exceeds the speed limit,
TSR warns the driver by blinking
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graphics on the display and sounding
an alert. By preventing these signs from
being overlooked, the system promotes
safer, more confident driving.

Adaptive LED Headlamps (ALH)
ALH is a driver support system that
incorporates the following features to
improve visibility when driving at night:
auto-controlled glare-free high beams,
wide-range low beams that provide a
wider field of vision, and Highway mode,
which automatically shifts the aim of
the headlamps upward when driving
at high speeds.
 lare-free high beams
G
Each headlamp’s array of LEDs is
divided more finely, into 12 blocks that
can be independently lit or
extinguished as compared to the four
blocks of the previous system.
When traveling at speeds of
approximately 40km/h and above,
the forward sensing camera detects
the headlamps of oncoming vehicles
or tail lamps of those traveling ahead
and extinguishes the appropriate block
or blocks of LEDs to control the area
of illumination. This makes it possible
to prevent blinding other drivers, while
still maintaining the excellent visibility
that high beams can provide.
 ide-range low beams
W
When travelling at speeds of up to
approximately 40km/h, the wide-range
low beams light the area visible between
the A-pillars and door mirrors.

*1: Mazda Proactive Safety is Mazda’s safety philosophy that aims to maximise the range of conditions in
which the driver can safely operate the vehicle while minimising the risks that can lead to an accident.
*2: i-ACTIVSENSE is an umbrella term covering a series of advanced safety technologies that employ
detection devices such as milliwave radar units and cameras.
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Adding coverage for an area that is not
covered by conventional headlamps
helps improve visibility at intersections
and corners.
Highway mode
When traveling at speeds of approximately
95km/h and greater, the aim of the
headlamps is automatically shifted
upward to expand the range of
coverage and make it easier to see
longer distances down the road.

Blind Spot Monitoring (BSM)
The system uses radar sensors to detect
vehicles approaching from the blind spot
areas at the sides and rear and assist the
driver in confirming safety when making
lane changes.
If the driver switches on a turn signal
while BSM detects a vehicle, it issues a
flashing visual indicator in the respective
door mirror and also sounds a buzzer.
BSM also incorporates Mazda’s
Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)
function, which uses the same sensors
to alert the driver when it detects
vehicles approaching from either side
as the driver backs up. This adds an
extra layer of reassurance when backing
out of a garage or parking space.

Lane-keep Assist System (LAS)
LAS uses a forward sensing camera to
monitor lane markings on the road
surface, and supports the driver in
steering the car by providing steering
torque assistance and a vibrating
steering wheel to alert the driver and
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help reduce the risk of accidents.
It further evolves the Lane Departure
Warning (LDW) system by adding
functions that calculate the necessary
steering angle to maintain the car’s lane
and estimates the driver’s intention in
regards to the amount they want to turn
the steering wheel.
Using this information to optimally
control the electric power steering
motor, the system maintains a natural
feel to steering wheel operation.
LAS offers two settings for assistance
timing. The driver can choose between
the ‘early’ or ‘late’ settings on the centre
display’s ‘Customise Settings’ screen.
When the ‘early’ setting is selected, the
system provides continuous steering
assistance to help keep the car in the
centre of its lane and reduce fatigue
when driving for long periods of time.
When the road bends, it helps guide the
driver to use the optimum steering angle
to match the amount of curvature.
When ‘late’ is selected, the steering
assist function does not operate when
driving normally. Instead, it only provides
steering assistance to help return the car
to its original position when the system
determines that the car is going to
depart from its lane.
The purpose is to prevent the car from
departing from its lane due to driver
fatigue or inattention.
Regardless of which setting is selected,
the system becomes operational at speeds
of approximately 60km/h or faster.
The system is designed to not operate
when it determines that the driver’s

actions are intentional, such as the use
of turn signals, and operating the
accelerator pedal.

safety

approximate 15–145km/h to 15–160km/h
by combining the existing millimetre-wave
radar with a newly developed forward
sensing camera.

Driver Attention Alert (DAA)
DAA takes information such as the speed
and angle of steering wheel operation,
and vehicle speed, along with information
from the forward sensing camera, to
check on the driver’s condition when
driving at highway speeds and suggests
that they rest properly.

Adaptive Front-lighting System (AFS)

It is designed to prevent accidents caused by
fatigue or decreased alertness. The system
becomes operational after the engine is
started and the vehicle exceeds a speed of
approximately 65km/h. It then learns how
the driver performs for the first 20 minutes
or so, when they are not yet fatigued.

Smart City Brake Support
[Forward/Reverse] (SCBS F/R)

Afterwards, if the system detects
a significant change in the driver’s
behaviour, a symbol recommending
a rest break along with the message
‘Time for a break’ appears on the
information display in the meter cluster,
and a soft audible alert is also sounded.
The display and alert are also presented
to the driver if they drive for more than
two hours at one time.

Smart Brake Support (SBS)
SBS detects vehicles and obstacles on
the road ahead while driving and helps
avoid collisions and mitigate damage by
sounding an audible alert and applying
the brakes in a two-stage pattern.
This update extends the system
operation speed range from the previous

AFS helps drivers see around curves at
night – when the majority of fatal accidents
occur – predicting the course of the road
ahead based on driver steering input and
directing the headlamps accordingly.

SCBS uses a forward sensing camera to
detect vehicles and pedestrians ahead,
and to help avoid collisions and mitigate
damage in the event of a collision.
The updated system adds the capability
to detect pedestrians instead of just
vehicles, and it expands the operating
speed range for vehicle detection from
approximately 4–30km/h to
approximately 4–80km/h. The operating
range for detecting pedestrians is
approximately 10-60km/h.
When in reverse, the system operates at
speeds between approximately 2km/h
and 8km/h, using ultrasound sensors
mounted on the rear bumper to detect
obstacles approximately two metres
behind the car.
When the system detects a vehicle or
other obstacle, and determines that a high
risk of collision exists, it automatically
applies the brakes to help prevent impact
when in forward gear or reduce impact in
both forward and reverse gear.
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PASSIVE SAFETY
High-strength
SKYACTIV-BODY
The Next-Gen Mazda CX-5 uses Mazda’s
high-strength SKYACTIV-BODY, which
effectively absorbs and disperses impact
force from the front, sides, or rear to
suppress cabin deformation.
While inheriting the straight beams of
the basic framework, the multi-load path
structure, and the ring-shaped structure,
great care in the fabrication of the new
body further enhances the level of
collision safety.
 easures to protect against
M
frontal impact
The SKYACTIV-BODY employs a multiload path structure with an upper path,
middle path, and a lower path that
effectively absorbs and disperses
impact force within the engine room.
In addition, it introduces larger gussets
at the base of the A-pillars, which are
mounted higher up.

CX-5

The shape of the reinforcements inside
the hinge pillars are also enhanced to
prevent the hinge pillars from
breaking, and to further enhance the
effectiveness of the multi-load path
structure by helping create a vertical
load path running from the gussets to
the side sills.

enhance the strength of the cabin
without increasing vehicle weight.
Great effort also went into designing
the door trim so no sharp edges or
protruding objects would result from
deformation in the event of a collision.
This reduces the chance of occupants
being injured in such situations.

improved. This reduces the amount the
head moves in relation to the torso,
thereby mitigating shock to the neck
in the event of impact from the rear.

In addition, newly adopting 1,180MPa
ultra-high-tensile steel for the A-pillar
material and high-strength material
around the cabin achieves weight
reduction and a higher level of
collision safety.

 easures to protect against
M
rear impact
To effectively absorb and disperse
impact force, the Mazda CX-5 adopts
a structure that joins the double-hat
shaped rear frame and B-frame.
A frame layout and structure that
supports to protect the fuel tank also
helps prevent fuel leaks from occurring
in the event of a collision.

Seatbelts with pre-tensioners and load
limiters are available for the left and
right rear seats, as are ISOFIX child seat
anchor points.

 easures to protect against
M
side impact
A solid H-shaped ring structure joining
the roof and B-pillars to the underbody
combines with the adoption of two side
impact bars in each front door and one
in each rear door to prevent cabin
deformation in the event of a collision.
In addition, the use of lighter, more
rigid 980MPa ultra-high-tensile steel
in the B-pillars and side sills helps

In addition, front airbags for the driver
and passenger seats are standard on
all grades, along with side and curtain
airbags.

Pedestrian protection
Holes and cutouts in the bonnet
reinforcements create an easily crushable
structure that helps mitigate injury to
a pedestrian’s head should it strike the
bonnet in the event of an accident.
In addition, the cowl panel uses an
S-shape for its structural cross section
that acts like a spring to help better
absorb energy.
Energy-absorbing foam placed in the
front bumper helps limit the degree
of injury to the pedestrian’s legs,
while a lower stiffener added to the
bumper helps prevent the pedestrian’s legs
from sliding under the front of the car.

Additional safety equipment
and mechanisms
Each of the front seatbelts is equipped
with a pre-tensioner and load limiter.
Polypropylene foam is added to the
inside of the headrests and the mounting
method for the seatback frame is
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To absorb impact energy and mitigate
injury in the event of contact with a
child’s head (a load from above), or
adult’s thighs (a load from the front),
a new structure is adopted for the
bracket, securing the upper section of
the front grille, which absorbs a load
applied from the top or from the front.
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So popular is the Mazda CX-5 that global
production reached one million units a
mere three years and five months after
model’s debut. By October 2016, sales
had passed 1.5 million.
Its dynamic design, driving pleasure
of faithful response, and excellent
environmental and safety performance
are some of the key features to be warmly
received by customers around the world.

history

The Mazda CX-5 has gone on to win
approximately 100 awards around the
world, including being named Car of the
Year Japan 2012-2013.
A series of updates implemented since its
debut have kept the design and technology
of the CX-5 evolving continuously.
Mazda will continue striving to make the
brand one that creates an emotional
connection with customers.

TIMELINE
MAR

The Mazda MINAGI concept crossover debuts at the International Geneva
Motor Show

APR

The Mazda CX-5 is announced as a production model based on the MINAGI
concept car

SEP

The Mazda CX-5 makes its world debut at the Frankfurt Motor Show.
The global sales goal is set at 160,000 units per year

NOV

Production begins at Ujina Plant No. 2

JAN

Global sales rollout begins in Russia (Japanese sales begin in February)

MAR

In Japan, sales were eight times higher than the projected 1,000 units
expected in the first month on the market

AUG

Annual production capacity at Ujina Plant No. 2 is increased from 160,000 to
200,000 units

DEC

First product update

JAN

The Mazda CX-5 ranks as the top-selling SUV in Japan for 2012
(approximately 80% with the diesel engine)

MAR

Production also begins at Ujina Plant No. 1 as annual production capacity is
increased from 200,000 to 240,000 units

JUL

Production begins in China at Changan Mazda Automobile Co., Ltd.
(domestic sales begin in August)

OCT

Second product update

JAN

The Mazda CX-5 ranks as the top-selling SUV in Japan for 2013
(approximately 75% with the diesel engine)

NOV

Third product update

2015

APR

Global sales total reaches one million units (3 years 5 months after production began)

2016

NOV

Next-Gen Mazda CX-5 announced at Los Angeles Auto Show

2011

2012

HISTORY OF THE
MAZDA CX-5
The Mazda CX-5 debuted in 2012 as the first model in Mazda’s
new-generation product lineup to fully adopt SKYACTIV
TECHNOLOGY and KODO design.
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CX-5

SPECIFICATIONS
& EQUIPMENT

POWERTRAIN CONT...

2.0L I4
Petrol FWD

2.5L I4
Petrol AWD

Maximum power (kW @ rpm)

114 @ 6,000

140 @ 6,000

129 @ 4,500

Maximum torque (Nm @ rpm)

200 @ 4,000

251 @ 4,000

420 @ 2,000

Unleaded (91RON or higher)
or E10

Recommended fuel

Bore and stroke

mm

2.0L I4
Petrol FWD

2.5L I4
Petrol AWD

2.2L I4
Diesel AWD

83.5 x 91.2

89.0 x 100.0

86.0 x 94.3

13.0 : 1

Compression ratio

Engine capacity

cc

Engine type

Fuel consumption
(L/100km)1:

i-ACTIV AWD

1,998
2.0 litre in-line
4 cylinder
16 valve DOHC
S-VT petrol
(SKYACTIV-G)
engine

Manual
(combined)

6.9

Auto
(combined)

6.9

2,488

2,191

2.5 litre in-line
4 cylinder
16 valve DOHC
S-VT petrol
(SKYACTIV-G)
engine

2.2 litre in-line
4 cylinder
16 valve DOHC
intercooled
turbo diesel
(SKYACTIV-D)
engine

7.5

Electronic direct injection
litres

Gear ratio

1st

56
3.700 / 3.552

-

6-speed (SKYACTIV-Drive)

Maxx

Maxx
Sport

Touring

GT

Akera

2.0L I4 Petrol FWD
/ 6-speed manual

•

-

-

-

-

2.0L I4 Petrol FWD
/ 6-speed automatic

•

•

-

-

-

2.5L I4 Petrol AWD
/ 6-speed automatic

•

•

•

•

•

2.2L I4 Diesel AWD
/ 6-speed automatic

-

•

•

•

•

Maxx

Maxx
Sport

Touring

GT

Akera

Automatic transmission drive selection
(petrol only)

•

•

•

•

•

Automatic transmission kickdown switch

•

•

•

•

•

5-seat SUV:

-

Fuel system

Fuel tank capacity

6-speed
(SKYACTIV-MT)

Auto

MODEL AVAILABILITY

Euro stage V

Emissions standard

Manual

Transmission

14.0 : 1

FWD

Drivetrain

Diesel

Electronic (drive-by-wire)

Throttle control
POWERTRAIN

2.2L I4
Diesel AWD

6.0
Common rail,
electronic
direct injection
58

- / 3.552

- / 3.487

2nd

1.947 / 2.022

- / 2.022

- / 1.992

3rd

1.300 / 1.452

- / 1.452

- / 1.449

4th

1.029 / 1.000

5th

0.837 / 0.708

- / 0.708

- / 1.000
- / 0.707

6th

0.680 / 0.599

- / 0.599

- / 0.600

Reverse

3.724 / 3.893

- / 3.893

- / 3.990

Final drive

4.705 / 4.624

- / 4.325

- / 4.090

CHASSIS & POWERTRAIN
TECHNOLOGIES

Electric Parking Brake

•

•

•

•

•

Electric power assist steering

•

•

•

•

•

Hill Launch Assist (HLA)

•

•

•

•

•

i-ACTIV AWD

o

o

•

•

•

i-stop

•

•

•

•

•

SKYACTIV-BODY

•

•

•

•

•

SKYACTIV-CHASSIS

•

•

•

•

•

SKYACTIV-VEHICLE DYNAMICS
G-Vectoring Control (GVC)

•

•

•

•

•

• = Standard, o = Option, - = Not available
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CHASSIS

Maxx
Sport

Maxx

CX-5

Touring

CX-5

GT

Akera

DIMENSIONS

Maxx
Sport

Maxx

Touring

Brake diameter
(mm):

Front

303

Overall length (mm)

4,550

Brake type:

Front

Ventilated disc

Overall width (mm)

1,840

Rear

Solid disc

Overall height (mm)

1,675

Front

MacPherson strut

Rear

Multi-link

Front (diesel)

297

specifications & equipment

-

320

Rear (petrol)

Suspension:

Tyre size

225/55 R19

102V

99V

17 x 7.0 J

Wheel size

Alloy
185/80 R17

Tyre size (spare)
Wheel size (spare)

17 x 5.5 T

Wheel type (spare)

Temporary (Steel)

WEIGHTS AND CAPACITIES

Maxx
Sport

Maxx

Touring

2.0L I4 Petrol
FWD / 6-speed
manual

1,511

2.0L I4 Petrol
FWD / 6-speed
automatic

Towing
Braked
capacity4 (kg):
Unbraked
Tow ball download maximum (kg)

-

1,556

2.5L I4 Petrol
AWD / 6-speed
automatic
2.2L I4 Diesel
AWD / 6-speed
automatic

Akera

1,342

Cargo room volume VDA3 (litres)
Kerb weight
(kg)

GT

442

Cargo room volume VDA2 (litres)

-

1,633

-

Front

1,585

Rear

1,585

EXTERIOR

19 x 7.0 J

Steel

Wheel type

193

1,670

Akera

1,595
1,595
2,700

Wheelbase (mm)

225/65 R17

Tyre index

185

Ground clearance unladen (mm)

Track (mm):

11.0

Turning circle kerb to kerb (m)

Ground clearance laden (mm)

GT

Maxx

Maxx
Sport

Touring

GT

Akera

Daytime running lamps (LED)

-

-

-

•

•

Door handles (body coloured)

•

•

•

•

•

Exhaust extensions (chrome)

•

•

•

•

•

Front and rear bumpers (body coloured)

•

•

•

•

•

Front fog-lamps (LED)

-

•

•

•

•

Green-tinted windscreen, side and rear
windows

•

•

•

•

•

Headlamps (LED)

•

•

•

•

•

Headlamps auto on/off function

-

•

•

•

•

Power mirrors (body coloured)

•

•

•

•

•

Power mirrors (auto electric folding)

-

-

•

•

•

Power mirrors (electric folding)

•

•

-

-

-

Power mirrors (heated)

-

-

•

•

•

Power sliding and tilt glass sunroof

-

-

-

•

•

Power windows

•

•

•

•

•

Rear spoiler

•

•

•

•

•

Remote operated power tailgate
(open/close)

-

-

-

•

•

Tail-lamps (LED)

•

•

•

•

•

Window demister (rear)

•

•

•

•

•

Wipers (front) 2-speed with rain-sensing
function

-

•

•

•

•

750

Wipers (front) 2-speed with variable
intermittent function

•

-

-

-

-

150

Wiper (rear) with intermittent function

•

•

•

•

•

1,708

1,744
1,800

• = Standard, - = Not available
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INTERIOR

Maxx

CX-5

Maxx
Sport

Touring

CX-5

GT

Akera

Active Driving Display (flip-up)

-

-

•

-

-

Active Driving Display (windscreen)

-

-

-

•

•

Air-conditioning

•

-

-

-

-

Air-conditioning (dual-zone climate
control) with rear vents

-

•

•

•

Ambient temperature display

•

•

•

specifications & equipment
Maxx

Maxx
Sport

Touring

GT

Akera

7-inch full colour touch screen display
(MZD Connect)

•

•

•

•

•

INFOTAINMENT

AM/FM tuner

•

•

•

•

•

•

Auxiliary-audio input jack
(3.5mm mini-stereo)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Bluetooth hands-free phone and
audio capability5

•

•

•

•

•

®

Cargo area 12 volt power outlet

•

•

•

•

•

Digital radio (DAB+)

•

•

•

•

•

Cargo area tonneau cover with 'Karakuri'
up and down function

•

•

•

•

•

Internet radio integration
(Pandora®, Stitcher™ and Aha™)

•

•

•

•

•

Centre armrest console

•

•

•

•

•

Multi-function commander control

•

•

•

•

•

Critical function warning lights/chimes

•

•

•

•

•

Cruise control

•

•

•

•

•

Premium Bose® 249 watt amplifier
and speakers

-

-

-

•

•

Mazda Radar Cruise Control (MRCC)
with Stop & Go function

-

-

-

-

•

Radio Data System (RDS) program
information

•

•

•

•

•

Cupholders

•

•

•

•

•

Satellite navigation

o

•

•

•

•

Door bottle holders (front and rear)

•

•

•

•

•

Speakers (6)

•

•

•

-

-

Speakers (10)

-

-

-

•

•

Electric parking brake

•

•

•

•

•

Glove box

•

•

•

•

•

Instrument panel light dimmer

•

•

•

•

•

Cargo room lamp

•

•

•

•

•

Entry system with
delayed fade

•

•

•

•

•

Interior
illumination:

Map reading spot lamps

•

•

•

•

•

Power window switches

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Interior release for fuel filler door
Leatherwrapped:

Gear shift knob

•

•

•

•

•

Steering wheel

•

•

•

•

•

One touch (up and down) power windows

•

•

•

•

•

Overhead sunglass storage box

•

•

•

•

•

Rear-view mirror with auto dimming
function

-

•

•

•

•

Tachometer and electronic odometer/
tripmeter

•

•

•

•

•

Tilt and telescopic adjustable steering
wheel
Trip computer

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Vanity mirrors (front)

•

-

-

-

-

Vanity mirrors (front) with illumination

-

•

•

•

•

• = Standard, - = Not available
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Steering wheel-mounted audio controls

•

•

•

•

•

USB-audio input ports (iPod compatible)

•

•

•

•

•

• = Standard, o = Option, - = Not available
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Maxx

Maxx
Sport

Touring

GT

Adaptive Front-lighting System (AFS)

-

-

-

•

-

Adaptive LED Headlamps (ALH)

-

-

-

-

•

SAFETY AND SECURITY

Akera

specifications & equipment
Maxx

Maxx
Sport

Touring

GT

Akera

Remote central locking (2 transmitters)

•

•

•

•

•

Reverse camera

•

•

•

•

•

SAFETY AND SECURITY CONT...

Advanced keyless entry

-

-

•

•

•

Seat-belt warning (front and rear)

•

•

•

•

•

Advanced keyless push-button engine start

•

•

•

•

•

Seat-belts 3-point lap-sash (all seats)

•

•

•

•

•

Airbags SRS:

Front (driver and passenger)

•

•

•

•

•

Side (front)

•

•

•

•

•

Seat-belts (front) with pretensioners,
load-limiters and height adjustable
shoulder anchorages

•

•

•

•

•

Curtain (front and rear)

•

•

•

•

•

Side impact door beams

•

•

•

•

•

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)

•

•

•

•

•

Side monitor

-

-

-

-

•

Auto Door Lock (ADL)

•

•

•

•

•

Smart Brake Support (SBS)

-

-

-

-

•

Blind Spot Monitoring (BSM)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Childproof rear door locks

•

•

•

•

•

Smart City Brake Support
[Forward/Reverse] (SCBS F/R)

Driver Attention Alert (DAA)

-

-

-

-

•

Traction Control System (TCS)

•

•

•

•

•

Dynamic Stability Control (DSC)

•

•

•

•

•

Traffic Sign Recognition (TSR)

-

-

•

•

•

Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD)

•

•

•

•

•

'Triple H' safety construction with front
and rear crumple zones

•

•

•

•

•

Emergency Brake Assist (EBA)

•

•

•

•

•

Whiplash-minimising front seats

•

•

•

•

•

Emergency Stop Signal (ESS)

•

•

•

•

•

Engine immobiliser

•

•

•

•

•

Forward Obstruction Warning (FOW)

-

-

-

-

•

High mount stop lamp

•

•

•

•

•

Hill Launch Assist (HLA)

•

•

•

•

•

Intrusion-minimising brake pedal

•

•

•

•

•

ISOFIX child restraint anchor points and
top tethers

•

•

•

•

•

Lane Departure Warning (LDW)

-

-

-

-

•

Lane-keep Assist System (LAS)

-

-

-

-

•

Left-hand-side convex (wide angle)
exterior mirror

•

•

•

•

•

Manual Speed Limiter (MSL)

•

•

•

•

•

Parking sensors (front)

-

-

•

•

•

Parking sensors (rear)

•

•

•

•

•

Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)

•

•

•

•

•

• = Standard, - = Not available
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• = Standard, - = Not available
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Maxx

Maxx
Sport

Touring

GT

Akera

2-position memory
function (driver)

-

-

-

•

•

6-way power
adjustment (passenger)

-

-

-

•

•

10-way power
adjustment (driver)

-

-

-

•

•

Adjustable head
restraints

•

•

•

•

•

Heating function

-

-

-

•

•

Height adjustment

•

•

•

•

•

Lumbar support
adjustment (driver)

-

-

-

•

•

Rake and slide
adjustment

•

•

•

•

•

Seat back pockets

•

•

•

•

•

40/20/40 split fold
backrest

•

•

•

•

•

Adjustable head
restraints

•

•

•

•

•

Centre fold down
armrest with USB
and storage

-

•

•

•

•

Reclining function

•

•

•

•

•

Black cloth

•

•

-

-

-

Black Maztex /
Black suede

-

-

•

-

-

Black leather6

-

-

-

•

•

Pure white leather6

-

-

-

o

o

SEATS
Front seats with:

Rear seats with:

Seat trim:

CX-5
Karla Leach
Senior Manager – Public Relations
t: (03) 8540 1931
m: 0448 346 213
e: kleach@mazda.com.au
Tony Mee
Public Relations Specialist
t: (03) 8540 1962
m: 0439 347 658
e: tmee@mazda.com.au
Kathleen McMahon
Public Relations Coordinator
t: (03) 8540 1912
m: 0419 894 764
e: kmcmahon@mazda.com.au

• = Standard, o = Option, - = Not available
Specific disclaimers
1 Fuel consumption figures are based on ADR 81/02 test results. They are useful in comparing the fuel
consumption of different vehicles. They may not be the fuel consumption achieved in practice. This will
depend on traffic and road conditions and how the vehicle is driven.
2 Measured with rear seats up and up to tonneau cover.
3 M
 easured with rear seats folded down and up to roof.
4 When fitted when a Mazda Genuine Towing kit. Subject to State and Territory regulations.
5 Please check the compatibility of your Bluetooth® device (particularly your mobile phone) with
the specific Mazda vehicle you intend to purchase as not all devices operate correctly.
Visit www.mazda.com.au/Bluetooth or consult your Mazda Dealer for further information.
6 L
 eather interior includes some Maztex material on selected high impact surfaces.
General Disclaimer
iPod is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
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